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Welcome

to the new-look Connect staff magazine. I know
many of you will remember Connect from a few
years ago; we’ve kept the name but updated the design and content to
reflect the great work that’s going on across the trust.
The feature on page 10 demonstrates how the trust encourages staff to develop
and support each other in their careers – Marie-Noelle Orzel, our improvement
director, met Sue Smith, a matron for medicine, when she was out and about
preparing staff for the CQC Chief Inspector of Hospitals visit. We are featuring
the story of Sue and Emma, because it shows how improvements can be made
through friendship, sharing ideas and supporting each other to try different things.
The shared learning folder for staff is one of my favourite ideas. I’d love to see more
team leaders and managers adopt this. On the back page, we feature some of the
feedback we receive, some thank you messages from colleagues, patients and
visitors; please share your feedback so we can use it in future issues.
A big thank you to everyone who has worked so hard to prepare for the CQC visit.
We welcomed the team of about 50 inspectors back to our three hospitals for
four days from Tuesday 14th July. The directors and I gave them a presentation on
Tuesday – outlining the challenges we face and our plans to improve patient and
staff experience. This was also an opportunity to explain where we have come from
and the changes that have already been put in place; we have made great progress
already and I am confident that we will continue to improve. We won’t see the CQC
report for at least three months after the visit (they are currently saying it will take
52 working days), so we should have something to share in October. As soon as I
have a clearer date, I will let you know; but it is going to be a long wait.
When we were setting up the interviews and photographs for this edition, all
members of staff were pleased that we were re-introducing a magazine. It
belongs to you and is your magazine so please get in touch – let us know what
you think and if you have any ideas or suggestions for future issues, email us at:
communications@worcsacute.nhs.uk.

Chris Tidman
Acting Chief Executive
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News in brief
Improving the
experience
Plans are underway to improve
the experience of emergency
patients by increasing the size
of the Emergency Department
(ED) at Worcestershire Royal
Hospital.
A modular unit will link the current ED
and Medical Assessment Unit, and the
space will be reconfigured to provide
an additional waiting area, an additional
triage room, a new minors area with
consulting space for GPs and Advanced
Nurse Practitioners, an extra adolescent
cubicle and a new four-trolley high
care area.
The aim is to have the additional capacity
in place by the end of the year.

Are you bare below the elbows?
Be prepared to be challenged if you are not following our bare below the elbow rules!

We’re rolling up
our sleeves to
ensure there’s

NO
HIDING
PLACE
FOR
GERMS

In order to improve patient safety and reduce the risk of spreading infections, all staff in
clinical areas must:
ll Remove jacket/coat;
ll Remove watches/bracelets etc;
ll Roll up long sleeves to above the elbow;
ll Remove tie or tuck into shirt;
ll Remove lanyards;
ll Use hand-gel on entering and leaving areas and before and after every patient contact;
ll Use aprons/gloves where required.

If you see anyone, no matter how senior, not following this guidance
– challenge them.

Lindsey Webb
Chief Nursing Officer
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News in brief
Helping patients to get
home quicker
A new purpose-built discharge lounge at Worcestershire Royal
Hospital will help ensure that patients who are medically fit to
leave our care can get home quicker, freeing up beds for those
who need admitting.
The new facility, which will have space for six beds and at least
six chairs, will be built at the front of the hospital site and replace
the current six-chair discharge lounge facility located in Medical
Day Case. It is hoped that the new discharge lounge will be
open by the end of October, subject to the necessary planning
approval.

Who’s in charge?
To help personalise our patient care and improve
communications between staff, patients and visitors, we are
re-launching our nurse/midwife in Charge (N/MIC) checklist.
A N/MIC will be identified at the start of each shift. This person will
be given a red badge, clearly notifying patients, staff and visitors
that they are in charge. The N/MIC is responsible for co-ordinating
patient care and shift/staffing levels.

Helping our patients go
smokefree
To improve the environment for our patients and staff our
acute hospitals are now completely smokefree. Smoking is
no longer allowed anywhere on the hospital grounds; this
includes e-cigarettes and vaporisers.

If you are the N/MIC you must wear your badge at all times.
If you are away from the ward for any reason, please hand your
badge over for someone else to cover.

Respiratory Specialist Nurses, Rachel Watson and
Amy O’Hare promoting smokefree

Future of our hospital
services
The majority of proposals put forward by the Future of Acute
Hospital Services in Worcestershire Programme Board have
been supported and the final details around emergency care
are being worked on.
The proposed clinical model:
ll Inpatient children’s services
– based at WRH, paediatric
assessment units at ALX
and WRH;
ll Consultant-led births
– centralised at WRH,
potential for a midwife-led
unit in north Worcestershire;

Dismantling an obsolete smoking shelter
If you see people smoking on site, and you feel comfortable
doing so, remind them of the ban and ask them to move on
or stub it out.
We run our own Stop Smoking service, which provides a vital
service for anyone wanting to give up cigarettes. The service
is available to patients, staff and the public.
Call 0300 123 0619 or 01562 513 225 to make your first
appointment or refer a patient.
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ll Emergency surgery –
centralised at WRH;
ll More planned surgery
at ALX;

ll Networked consultant-led
emergency services across
the county – Emergency
Centre at ALX and Major
Emergency Centre at WRH;
ll KTC – keeping all its
services and increasing day
case and short stay surgery;
ll All outpatient clinics and
diagnostic tests – remaining
as are now.

The plan is for the public to be consulted about the clinical model
later this year.

Our chance to shine
Our Chief Inspector of Hospitals visit, from 14
to 17 July, has been our chance to shine and
highlight all of the things that we are proud of
at Worcestershire Acute Hospitals NHS Trust.
Dr Gavin Nicol, Consultant Anaesthetist on
ITU, has also been a clinical adviser for the
CQC on a number of hospital inspections.
He gave us an insight into what the
inspection teams have been looking for,
and how the inspection will affects you.
“I’ve been part of the CQC team at other
hospital inspections so I’d like to share
my experience with you, and let you
know the facts about inspection.
Inspecting a hospital is a big task,
especially in a large trust like ours. To
break it down, the inspectors will have
split into eight teams. Each looks at one
of our core services, so that includes:
ll Urgent and emergency services;
ll Medical and older people care;
ll Surgery;
ll Critical care;
ll Maternity and gynaecology;
ll Children and young people;
ll End of life care;
ll Outpatients and imaging.
“Every inspection team is made up of a
CQC inspector, patient representatives
and clinical advisers – including hospital
staff like me. The inspection teams
can visit any service, any area and any
site. We didn’t know in advance exactly
where they wanted to visit.
“The CQC’s job is to check whether
a service is safe, caring, effective,
responsive and well-led. They’ve
assessed us by holding staff focus
groups, watching you work, asking
you questions and looking at reports.
The inspection teams will also have

spoken to patients and relatives.
“If you have spoken to a member of
the inspection team, remember that
everything you say is confidential, and
your name will not be mentioned in the
final report.
“As an inspector, I’ve always been
impressed by staff who do their best to
answer questions honestly. Inspectors
are not trying to trip you up. So as long
as you have helped with what you have
been asked for, you do not need to
worry.
“If you have spoken to an inspector,
I hope that you were able to use the
opportunity to explain something you
are proud of.
“Each CQC inspector will use the
evidence gathered by their team to write
a report over the coming months. The
inspector will then rate the service as
one of the following:
ll Outstanding;
ll Good;
ll Requires improvement;
ll Inadequate.
“I hope that the inspection team
has seen that although we do have
challenges, we also have dedicated and
hardworking staff. You all make a real
difference to our patients’ care.”

The story so far…
Tuesday 14 July
Inspectors prepared for
inspection. Our board gave a
presentation about the trust.
First day on site.
Wednesday 15 July
Second day on site. Staff
focus groups and site visits.
Thursday 16 July
Third day on site. More staff
focus groups and site visits.
Friday 17 July
Last day on site. Site
visits, and feedback to the
executive team.
Unannounced Visit
The CQC team will
undertake an unannounced
visit anytime up until 31st
July, sometimes this can be
as soon as the day after they
have left the hospitals, or
indeed over the weekend or
in the evening.

Expected October
Report is
discussed
at a Quality
Summit with
the trust and
stakeholders
before being
published.

Proud
of our
hospitals

“We’ve made real progress over the last few weeks and months. Whilst we recognise that there
is more to do, this has been a real opportunity to show the inspectors what you’re proud of. On
behalf of the board, I would like to say thank you for all you do for our patients, their families
and friends everyday. You all make a real difference.”
Lindsey Webb, Chief Nursing Officer

|
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Team focus

Lifesaving
bariatric
surgery

l-r: Mr Martin Wadley, Dr Mark Willmot, Emma White,
Mr Anthony Perry, and Karen Abolghasemi-Malekabadi

Specialties team up to
create fantastic patient
-centred bariatric care
Christine Bridges underwent life-changing bariatric surgery in September last
year, following six months of support and medical advice from our bariatric multi
-disciplinary team. The 52 year old, from Redditch, says the dedication and care,
which the team put into her treatment, saved her life. Her gastric-bypass involved
using key-hole surgery to create a new stomach, roughly the size of an egg.
Our bariatric team is made up of consultant physicians and surgeons, as well as a
specialist nurse and dietitian. The team pools their different skills into providing the
absolute best care for their patients, and it shows in Christine’s praise for the team.
Christine struggled with her weight since she was a young girl. Despite being active
and sporty, including playing hockey for the Warwickshire Ladies Hockey League, she
always felt hungry and frequently ate carbohydrate-heavy foods, such as white bread
and potatoes.
At her heaviest, Christine weighed 22 and a half stone. At 5’3” her BMI was 55.7, classing
her as obese. The BMI range for normal or healthy weight is between 18.5 and 24.9.
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It was at this point, and following an
emergency GP appointment, that she
was referred to Dr David Jenkins,
one of our Consultant Physician and
Endocrinologists.
David said “Christine came to see me
because she was very distressed about
her weight. She had tried a number of
different treatments, but none of these
resulted in any significant weight loss.
Her obesity resulted in her having type
2 diabetes.
“Once she knew that surgery was a real
possibility, Christine rapidly became
motivated to work hard with Emma and
Karen. She was able to demonstrate
that she could make the changes
needed for a successful operation. I am
delighted that she has done so well.
“Weight-loss surgery in Worcestershire
has dramatically improved since we
developed an in-house multi-disciplinary
team. In addition, NHS England has
issued clear guidance about who is
suitable for surgery. This has made the
process of planning operations much
more straightforward.”

surgery in
“Weight-loss
Worcestershire has

dramatically improved since
we developed an in-house
multi-disciplinary team.

”

When David was happy with Christine’s
progress, she was introduced to Emma
White, Bariatric Specialist Dietitian
and Karen Abolghasemi-Malekabadi,
Bariatric Specialist Nurse. Emma and
Karen worked with Christine to educate
and prepare her for life after surgery.
As Christine said “surgery is not the
easy option.”
Emma said “Our role is to really get
to know our patients and find out the
reasons behind their weight gain and
their connections with food. Luckily for
Christine she was already active and
really keen to learn from us, taking
everything we said to heart.
“After surgery there are very strict rules
about the types and amounts of food
you can eat. Patients progress from a
liquid only diet, through to pureed foods,
a soft mashable diet and eventually
moving onto a more textured diet over
a two-to-three month period. Once
they’ve got used to eating again they
have to eat bites the size of a 20p piece
and chew everything to a paste before
swallowing. It’s a huge, life-changing
commitment, so we have to make sure
our patients are up for the challenge.”
Anyone who the team doesn’t think will
be able to cope with the restrictions
post-surgery won’t be given it. They are
very strict, but have to be because of

the cost of treatment to the NHS and
how drastically their patients’ lives need
to change.

Meet the team

Consultant Upper GI and Bariatric
Surgeon, Mr Anthony Perry, performed
Christine’s surgery.
He said “There is no doubt that
successful bariatric surgery completely
transforms lives. It not only improves
many of the serious medical conditions
that are associated with obesity, but
also drastically benefits our patients’
quality of lives.

“

Being involved in the multidisciplinary team is one of
the most satisfying parts of
my role as a surgeon.

”

Dr David Jenkins

Dr Paul Newrick

Consultant
Physician and
Endocrinologist

Consultant
Physician and
Endocrinologist

Mr Anthony Perry

Mr Martin Wadley

Consultant Upper
GI and Bariatric
Surgeon

Consultant Upper
GI and Bariatric
Surgeon

Mr Steven
John Robinson

Dr Mark Willmot

“Being involved in the multi-disciplinary
team is one of the most satisfying parts
of my role as a surgeon. When I see
a patient who is well motivated and
engaged, like Christine, and who has
already worked with Emma and Karen,
I know we are likely to achieve great
success.”
The result of everyone’s effort is
phenomenal. Due to both Christine’s
determination and the team’s caring
approach, she has lost seven and a half
stone in nine months. But for Christine,
it was never about her weight.
She said “The most important reason
I went for the surgery was to improve
my health. Because of my weight I had
type 2 diabetes and arthritis in my
knees and back.
“Since recovering, I’m off all my tablets
and no longer have to inject myself with
insulin. One of the happiest days of my
life happened at my last diabetic review,
where I was told my blood sugar levels
were normal and my diabetes was in
remission.
“My own family doesn’t recognise me
anymore; my dad walked past me in the
supermarket recently and my husband
has lost me a few times while we’ve
been out shopping! I’m learning how to
enjoy life again and I’m so thankful for
the team for giving me this opportunity.”

Consultant Upper
GI and Bariatric
Surgeon

Consultant Clinical
Psychologist

We are one of only six accredited
bariatric units in the West Midlands.
All bariatric surgery takes place at
Worcestershire Royal Hospital, but
you will find the team holding clinics in
Redditch and Worcester.
The key to our bariatric team’s success
is their partnership working across
specialties, hospitals and divisions.
They each bring their own expert
knowledge to the table and treat
each patient as an individual, to
ensure they are successful on
their life-changing journeys.

Emma White
Bariatric Specialist
Dietitian

Karen Abolghasemi
-Malekabadi
Bariatric Specialist
Nurse
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“Taking the time to stop and introduce
yourself to your patients reassures and
comforts them that you have the care and
compassion to look after them, as you
would want your loved ones looked after.”
Dr Kate Granger

As part of her national
tour, Dr Kate Granger
visited Worcestershire
Acute Hospitals NHS
Trust last month to give
a talk on her journey.
Kate is a doctor and a terminal cancer
patient. Her experiences as a patient
showed one simple improvement that
could be made to the patient journey,
staff properly introducing themselves,
starting with “Hello, my name is…”
Over 100 staff from the trust, and
community colleagues came along to
the talk, where Kate discussed her
ongoing battle with cancer and her
campaign to give patients the personal
service they deserve.
Kate chose to come to the trust as we
were one of the first to actively take up
and promote the campaign to staff,
including running our own social media
and poster campaign which has now
received over 160 sign-ups.

Peter Jones
Emergency Nurse Practitioner at
Kidderminster Minor Injuries Unit
(MIU) attended the talk.
Peter said “In the past I’ve worked on wards where I nursed
patients for days, weeks or even months at a time. Patients
didn’t just know my name, they would get to know me. I had
the opportunity to connect with everyone on the ward.
“In MIU, we have seconds to establish a professional rapport with
our patients. It can be difficult. I’ve been following Kate Granger
on Twitter for a while – her story and campaign are inspirational.
She makes you think about the relationships you are building with
your patients, and how that helps you to give better quality care.
“At the presentation, Kate spoke about hiding behind your uniform
and finding safety in anonymity. I think a lot of us can identify with
that. Sometimes, you might think that if patients don’t know your
name, they can’t complain about you.
“For Kate, this is a symptom of our focus in the NHS on the ‘stick’
instead of the ‘carrot.’ That’s what we need to change. Building a
good relationship with your patients has so many rewards, and in
fact it can reduce the need for complaints.
“Since meeting Kate, I’ve made a point of introducing myself to
all my patients, and it really has made a difference. I was lucky
enough to meet Kate and her husband before her presentation in
Worcester. I have been extremley touched by their story and am
proud to support Kate’s campaign.”
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We meet…
Avon 4’s ‘one
happy family’
raising staff morale
After hearing about some of the fantastic work taking place on
Avon 4 at Worcestershire Royal Hospital, we met with the ward
manager Wendy Bull and housekeeper Leonia Alves.
Walk into Avon 4 and you might be forgiven for thinking you are
not on a normal hospital ward. With dancing housekeepers and
a ‘buddying’ system for new staff, ward manager Wendy Bull says
all the staff on Avon 4 are “one big happy family.”

gets boring for me. I enjoy taking time to talk to patients and they
love talking to me. I love making them smile, sometimes I’ll dance
for them to make them laugh,” describes Lea, who has become
well-known on the ward for her smile and sense of humour.

“The main thing I want to do is make everyone feel like they
belong here”, says Wendy. “There is no greater person and
no lesser person on our ward – we all need each other’s help
and support to get through and make the ward work for our
patients. Whether it be the nurses, HCAs, ward clerks or most
importantly our patients, we just want everyone to feel happy and
comfortable”, explains Wendy.

“I feel at home here, we are one big happy family. We have a team
spirit and we all make each other laugh, we need that in our jobs.
I love to smile, and it rubs off on the patients when we’re always
smiling. All my troubles stay outside that door when I come to
work”, says Lea.

From the warm welcome by the ward clerk, to the laughter you
hear coming from the patients in the first bay because the cleaner
is entertaining them, you really get the sense the staff here love
their jobs and feel like a small community.
Leonia Alves, or as many of you know her, Lea, is the main
cleaner on Avon 4. Lea’s spent almost 10 years working for the
trust in different roles, but now keeps Avon 4 spick and span.
“With my cleaning, I always have the same routine. But it never

Wendy says that this sense of family and team spirit is often
picked up by relatives visiting patients on the ward. “We just want
patients and their families to go away from here feeling happy and
well-cared for. Patients’ relatives have raved about Lea and how
wonderful she is”, claims Wendy.
It’s clear to see the sense of community on Avon 4 and that
Wendy is rightly proud of her team adding, “I am truly truly proud
of this trust and its hospitals. I’ve worked here for many many
years and the attention to detail and the dedication from staff
makes me so happy to say I work here.”

l-r: Stephanie Hemming, Staff Nurse; Jo Teagle, Student Nurse; Rachael Davies, Sister; Leonia Alves, Housekeeping Assistant;
Charlie Brownhill, Ward Clerk; Hannah Stafford, Health Care Assistant and Meg Cotton, Physiotherapy Assistant.

|
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Matrons
working
together

When you’re new to a job, a
helping hand from a colleague
is always appreciated. Good
teamwork helps us to provide
better care for our patients. In
this issue, we put the spotlight
on two matrons who have
supported each other throughout
their careers in the trust.

Sue Smith and Emma Welch
met when they were both
ward managers. Today they
are matrons in the medicine
division at Worcestershire
Royal and the Alex.
Striking up a friendship
Emma joined our trust from Queen Elizabeth Hospital
Birmingham, starting out at Worcestershire Royal. Within her first
few days, she met Sue and the other ward managers.
When she got the job, Emma was celebrating 20 years in nursing.
She said “It was good to get to know Sue because she had all the
inside knowledge and gave us lots of advice.”

Emma Welch

Matron for MAU and ward 12 at the Alex
Got into nursing: After being an HCA for a year
following my A levels.
Best achievement: As matron I’ve only just started!
So far, improving the environment on MAU and
Ward 12 at the Alex. Next, I’m starting a workforce
plan review of MAU.
Hardest thing about the job: Not having the time
to do everything you want – I’m learning to prioritise.
Best practice: Is safe, effective care; delivered in a
timely manner with a smile on your face. And as a
matron, it’s my job to provide the environment and
access to skills that allows our nurses and HCAs to
do that.
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One of Emma’s responsibilities as a ward manager was to cover
‘401 bleep holder shifts’ – senior nurse in charge for the whole
hospital. Before Emma did her first shift, she shadowed Sue. Sue
said “Shadowing helps you to learn how things work. Afterwards I
said just pick up the phone if you ever need anything.”
Two years ago, Sue took the step up to matron, and for a
short while she led Emma’s ward. Despite the change in their
relationship, the two remained firm friends.

Professional relationship
This March, Emma also became a matron, moving from
Worcestershire Royal to the Alex to take responsibility for MAU
and ward 12. For Emma, “A matron is in a position to change
things so that patients have a better experience. You help your
team to improve and make a difference.”
Ann Carey, divisional director of nursing for medicine, asked
Sue to buddy up with Emma and show her the ropes. Sue said
“Now that we’re both matrons, the type of advice I’m giving has
changed. As a matron you may be asked to write a report for the
first time, and I’ve been able to help Emma with that.”

Sharing best practice
Sue and Emma have been helping each other to improve
communication on their wards and prepare for the CQC
inspection. Inspectors look for evidence that teams are aware of
what’s been happening on their ward, particularly when it comes
to complaints and incidents.
Sue prepared her wards by setting up a feedback system for
incidents, and creating a shared learning folder for staff.
Sue explained that “Our shared learning folder contains news,
training records, performance information, compliments and a log
of entries in the Datix incident reporting system.
“I’ve also started writing a letter to staff who log an incident,
explaining how the issue has been resolved. I wanted to show the
team that we are listening and taking action.
“This was just for one ward to start off with, but now all my wards
have a shared learning folder. We’ve started to include serious
incident reports and information sent to us from other divisions.
I keep the folder up to date and don’t let it get overloaded.”
Emma said “When Sue told me about her approach, I asked
her to share her templates and processes with me. I’ve set up a
similar system, with a communications folder for staff.
“I also meet monthly with my ward managers. We talk over
serious incidents, the top three themes in Datix and actions we
are taking as a result.
“We then feed back to staff at ward meetings, and display
information in the office.

Sue Smith

Matron for Avon Floor and Elderly Care
at Worcestershire Royal
Got into nursing: Straight from school, it was all I
ever wanted to do.
Best achievement: As matron setting up Avon 4
from scratch.
Hardest thing about the job: Balancing everything
– I want to be here for our patients and staff, but I’ve
got other responsibilities too.
Best practice: Is about ensuring the best outcome
for your patients. It’s sharing ideas internally, and
also looking to clinical research, national guidance
and pilot projects.

“We’re always reminding staff to log incidents, but they need
to know what has happened afterwards. Better communication
shows that you value your team.”
|
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Thank you
We want to thank all our staff for their hard work and efforts every day in supporting
one another and our patients. Your hard work does not go unnoticed and is appreciated.
Here are just some of the thank yous we have received across our three hospitals.

We’d like to say a big

Last month, radiology
teams at the Alexandra,
Kidderminster and
Worcestershire Royal
received a Big Thank
You cake and certificate
from our board.

“During my stay on ward 9 I was always
looked after in a professional, caring and
dedicated manner. The staff are a lovely
bunch and made my stay so much more
pleasant than it might have been. Despite
being poorly they made me smile often,
I’m sure their positive, upbeat attitudes,
aided my recovery. Please pass on my
best wishes to all the team and thank them
once again for being totally brilliant!”
From a patient to ward 9
“I just want to say a big thank you for the
huge efforts everyone has made in getting
the Radiology department up and running
again after the equipment failures we faced
last month. I know you all ran the extra
mile so again thank you for you dedication
to getting this resolved.”
From David Hill, Chief Radiographer to the
Kidderminster radiology team
Quick and efficient in neurology, in & out (with
a clear plan) within in 20 mins. polite clinical
team & reception too @WORCSACUTENHS
Had my 2nd cataract op yesterday.
100% positive feedback to all those
@WORCSACUTENHS. Thank you for
being caring

“I have recently completed a course of
radiotherapy at the new Worcestershire
Oncology Centre and feel that I need
to write to you about my experience. I
would like you all to know what a good job
everyone has done to build such a great
team of radiographers. Like most people
faced with this kind of treatment I was very
anxious about how I was going to cope
with the process. But the team quickly
allayed any fears that I had by their kind,
caring and professional attitude.”
“I know that you have a scheme where
individual staff can be nominated for your
awards in September; however I would
find it impossible to single out just one
person, as the whole team were absolutely
fantastic.”
From a patient to the Worcestershire
Oncology Centre
Thank you @WORCSACUTENHS for the
wonderful breastfeeding support I have
been given by your staff this past year
#celebratebreastfeeding
@WORCSACUTENHS my grandmother
is in the ophthalmology unit having
her cataract sorted and the staff are
great, Reception are all so smiley

Would you like to say a Big Thank You to a colleague or team?
If so, please email us explaining who and why, at communications@worcsacute.nhs.uk.

Fundraising

Staff gearing up to Ride for Rory

We spoke to Dean Brown from materials
management at the Alex about last
year’s event. He said “I don’t cycle much
normally, but last year’s ride was really
enjoyable. It was fun to see colleagues
outside work and not in uniform.
“The campaign has that local touch to it, and that’s
what made me decide to support it. I’ll be taking part
again this year, and encouraging my colleagues to
join in too!”
This year’s event will take place along a 15 mile
12
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circular route which begins and ends at the Alex on:

Saturday 12 September
Entry: £10 adults £5 children
We are asking participants to raise a
minimum of £100 sponsorship for adults
and £25 for children.
To take part in the event contact the
fundraising team:
01905 760551, ext 39361or
fundraising@worcsacute.nhs.uk.
All proceeds will go towards the Rory
the Robot Appeal to raise £1.6m for a
surgical robotic system. The system
will principally be used to treat patients
with prostate cancer from across
Worcestershire.

worcestershireacutehospitalsnhstrust

@worcsacutenhs

PPCD0715

Worcestershire Acute Hospitals Charity
(registered charity no 1054612) is again
encouraging supporters to dust down their
bikes, oil those pedals and don the lycra,
in aid of our Rory the Robot Appeal.

